
Ballarat airport is located on the western side of Ballarat
with the highway passing just to the north of the airport.
The easiest way to get to the airport is to stay on the
highway until the airport exit. The airport exit is some
11km’s after the first Ballarat turnoff.

The image on the left is the first exit you will see for
Ballarat when you come up the highway from Melbourne.
DON’T turn here but stay on the highway.

At 1km past first turnoff is the Daylesford
turnoff. Don’t go here!

At 8km’s past first turnoff is the Creswick
turnoff. Don’t go here!

At 9km’s past first turnoff is
the Wendouree turnoff.

Don’t go here!

At 11km’s past first turnoff is the
AIRPORT turnoff. Go LEFT here!

Australian Jet Adventures - How to find us at Ballarat Airport

Once off the highway you go about 200m and
then turn left

A further 500m will find you at the airport access
road. Turn  right here and the airport entrance
is just under 2km’s
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As you drive into Ballarat Airport the first turn
to the right will be appear as shown in the
picture.

Notice the sign on the left “Airport Entrance”
this is the only such sign at the airport so when
you see this turn right.

Immediately after you turn right you will see
view which appears at the left. You need to
drive straight ahead for around 400 metres.

You’ll notice an Australian Jet Adventures sign
after about 100 metres - don’t turn here just
continue on through.

There is a note at the bottom of this sign which
says “Continue through to Hangers”.

You will come to branch in the road where
you need to turn right.

You’ll notice an airport map as shown in the
picture. This is the place to turn right.

Once you turn right you need to proceed
straight ahead to the carpark. Park your car
there.

The arrow indicates the hangar we are located
in. There is a path beside the building
indicated by a white line along side the
building. Stay between the line and the
building and walk to the front of building where
the office is situated. doors.

Hangar space is shared with other companies so please DO NOT enter through the hangar.


